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« Mais en réalité nous prenions un certain plaisir à ce jeu,
étant encore à l’âge où on croit qu’on créé ce qu’on nomme. »

Marcel Proust (A la recherche du temps perdu)

« But in reality, we took some pleasure in this game,  being
still close to the age where one believes that one creates what
one names. »

Marcel Proust (A la recherche du temps perdu)

Before we start, a remark on names and  things…. 



What is the wave function of a nucleus at high energy ?

Can one probe the CGC?

What is saturation, CGC, Glasma ?

Where do we stand? 

Looking forward

OUTLINE

Conclusions



‘Wave-function’ of a nucleus 
 at very high energy



Nucleon

Valence quarks

Gluons, sea quarks and antiquarks

Relativity is important: ‘wave-function’ depends on frame 

‘Wave-function’ also depends on probe



One can calculate the change of the wave-function (its
‘evolution’), not the wave-function itself -> Evolution
equations (with respect to directions of enhanced emission):

Radiation and multiplication of partons

DGLAP BFKL



Structure functions indeed grow with increasing Q and 1/x



Growth of structure functions is tamed by
non-linear evolution

[Gribov, Levin, Ryskin,83’- Mueller, Qiu, 86’]  
Emergence of a scale: the saturation momentum

More elaborate equations have been derived (BK, JIMWLK, ..)

(More on these soon !)

[Gribov, Levin, Ryskin,83’]

For instance, 



Saturation

The qualitative picture 



How do we see quarks or gluons in a hadron ? 



Seeing saturation in DIS

(from Kovchegov)

(Golec-Biernat, Wüsthoff, 98’) 



The saturation front and its ‘universal’ behavior 

T= Scattering amplitude for dipole of size r 

Traveling wave solutions (Meunier, Peschanski, 05’) 

‘Geometrical scaling’ naturally
emerges. 

(similar to equation for reaction difffusion processes) 

(Iancu, Itakura, McLerran, 02’)



General features of saturation

Saturation is unavoidable  (also at strong coupling - Iancu) 

Saturation has generic, ‘universal’ properties

Plane (ln 1/x, ln Q^2) has a single, dominant structure, the
saturation line separating dilute and dense partonic systems

A single scale, the saturation momentum 



CGC and Glasma



During interaction process, the field A of the target is frozen 
(separation of scales - adiabatic approximation)

Focus on small x (or rapidity) evolution



A CGC calculation involves solving an equation of this type
 in order to predict energy dependence of observables

More conventional notation (fields -> color charges)

CGC evolution equations (JIMWLK, BK) are non linear equations 
for 

or correlators of Wilson lines:



McLerran Venugopalan Model

‘Classical CGC’

Capture some features of saturation

(frozen source)

Gaussian average over color source

But no evolution. Often used as ‘initial condition’. 



Classical Gluon Distribution

A good object to plot is
the classical gluon
distribution multiplied by
the phase space kT:

 Most gluons in the nuclear wave function have transverse
momentum of the order of kT ~ QS and 
 We have a small coupling description of the whole wave 
function in the classical approximation. 

3/12 ~ AQS

(Kovchegov)



(Gelis)

From the wave function to the initial stage of 
nucleus-nucleus collisions : the Glasma





Phenomenology

CGC calculations and
‘CGC inspired’ models

confronted to data



DEEP INELASTIC SCATTERING
(Diffraction)



(Golec-Biernat,Kwiecinski,Stasto)

Geometrical scaling



(Armesto, Salgedo, Wiedemann, 04’)



(Gotsman, Levin, Lublinsky, Maor  hep-ph/0209074)

Numerical solution of the BK equation + DGLAP corrections



(Iancu, Itakura, Munier   hep-ph/0310338)



(H. Kowalski)



(S. Forte) 



Geometric scaling from DGLAP

From F. Caola, in arXiv 0901.2504



Nucleus-nucleus collisions
Proton-nucleus collision 



Particle multiplicities



600   1200

PHOBOS Central Au+Au (200 GeV)

Compilation by K. Eskola

Total multiplicities 





(Albacete)



(Dumitru)



(Dumitru)



Limiting fragmentation



« Extended longitudinal scaling » 
(Busza)



(Stasto)



(Stasto)







The Glasma and rapidity correlations



(Ray)



Rapidity correlations are established at early times

(Gelis)

The glasma has such correlations 
(but other models also - Pajares/Milhano) 



(Gavin)



(Lappi)



(Alver)



(Dumitru)



Forward rapidity





(Albacete)



(Albacete)



(Albacete)



Forward di-jet production

collinear factorization of quark density in deuteron 
Fourier transform k┴ and q┴
into transverse coordinates

pQCD q → qg 
wavefunction

b: quark in the amplitude
x: gluon in the amplitude
b’: quark in the conj. amplitude
x’: gluon in the conj. amplitude

interaction with hadron 2 / CGC
n-point functions that resums the powers of gS A and the powers of αS ln(1/xA)

computed with JIMWLK evolution at NLO (in the large-Nc limit),
and MV initial conditions no parameters

(Marquet)



Monojets in central d+Au
• in central collisions where QS is the biggest

there is a very good agreement of the
saturation predictions with STAR data

suppressed away-side peak

an offset is needed to
account for the background

• the focus is on the away-side peak

where non-linearities have the biggest effect

to calculate the near-side peak, one
needs di-pion fragmentation functions

standard (DGLAP-like) QCD calculations cannot reproduce this

Albacete and C.M., to appear

(Marquet)



(Strikman)



J/Psi



(Kopeliovich)



(Qiu)



(Tuchin)



Summary



The CGC formalism is well established theoretically
(evolution equations are derived from controlled 
weak coupling techniques). 

Saturation is a generic feature of the non linear  evolution 
equations. It is a non perturbative phenomenon produced by
the large densities of gluons (in special kinematical regimes).

The CGC can be improved, by calculting evolution 
equations beyond leading order. When this has been done 
carefully, this led to a better description of the data.



The CGC (or CGC inspired models) have produced a systematic
and sucessful phenomenology, based on a few basic ingredients:
the saturation momentum and its variation with energy, size 
of the systems, and simple (but not always accurate) 
approximations, such as the kT-factorization.  Some features 
are common to other  models(and hence not discriminant), 
but one may argue in most cases that the CGC provides a better 
connection to QCD, and the overall picture it provides 
is more systematic. 

The CGC has establihed itself as an extremely useful reference, 
organizing principle, suggesting new ways to look at 
the data and new experiments. 



CGC has become an essential step in the building of a space-time 
picture of nucleus-nucleus collisions (‘CGC initial conditions’, or
‘Glasma initial conditions’ are now used in many analysis). 

The transition between the glasma and the thermalized 
quark-gluon plasma remains an outstanding issue.

New theoretical results have been obtained
(factorization theorems) that allow for controlled
calculations of initial stages of heavy ion collisions.

Recent progress have been truly impressive: the CGC 
Is becoming a reliable, predictive tool (and not only 
a phenomenological guide). 


